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A brilliant combination of hard-edged suspense and intense emotion, White Hot is master storyteller
Sandra Brown at her very best. When Sayre Lynch hears that her younger brother Danny has
committed suicide, she returns to Destiny, the small Louisiana town she vowed never to return to.
She plans to leave right after the funeral but finds herself drawn into the web cast by her controlling
and tyrannical father.

Reviews of the White Hot by Victor Slezak,Sandra Brown
Alsantrius
I love Hallmark movies and loved this book made into a movie by Hallmark. I foolishly decided to
read the book because the book is always better than the movie, right? Not in this case! Hallmark
took a good book and cleaned it up to make an excellent movie. The book turned me off with
offensive language and graphic sex. I have decided to delete the book from my booklist so none of
my family or friends can borrow it. I will not read any more of Sandra Brown's books.
Exellent

Sandra I never like read two books by the author back to back but after I submitted my review of
Above and beyond this book suddenly appears on my Kindle unordered. Being free I had no choice
but to read it. And glad. That I did. From the smoked town to the belching blast furnaces I was
overwhelmed by the evil jerks father and son. Then bloody murders all over the town. Then the
attempt of Sandra sex stuff kept me reading. Then I was gripped by the man hunt with a bit more
sex throne until the gruesome end which I leave for new readers to enjoy
Now on to another author.
CopamHuk
Where better to sizzle than a foundry in southern Louisiana, especially in the summer? It requires
Tobascp sauce, of course, and a family filled with a ruthless patriarch, a deceased saintly mother (if
she weren't long dead, she'd be broken), an amoral philandering elder son, an escaped beautiful and
successful daughter, and a prodigal son whose recent suicide may not be actually that. Add a sexy
family lawyer, an alcoholic high school sweetheart, a secret fiance, a corrupt sheriff, a scary ex-con
and a threatening union organizer, and we have the makings of an engaging plot. There is a history
of accidents in the family business (the aforementioned foundry) which seem to be negligent if not
downright murderous. I was hooked even before knowing any of this; Brown's setting of the story in
the opening pages is absolutely charming. Read this book when you can afford the luxury of getting
lost in it.
Nkeiy
As a long time fan of Ms Brown, it is hard to give a negative review but this is a weak, badly crafted
novel. It rambles, has main characters who do not connect emotionally, and offers situations which
are completely unbelievable. The overly long story felt forced, heavy, and unpleasant. The only
character for whom I cared the least bit was the dog. Awful bad guys, awful good guys. What's to
like? Layered onto that was a transparent political statement depicting a stereotyped greedy and
corrupt industrialist who oppresses the helpless, suffering workers. Ugh! Very 1920's but written
during the overly regulated 2000's.
However, Sandra Brown has written many excellent books so, for new readers, please look for her
good ones. Rainwater is one of the best books I have ever read and has stayed with me for years.
Amarin
Sandra delivers again in that there Is suspense, romance and. A variety of characters. That said, I
never totally fell in love with any of them. Would have loved having the character of Danny be a little
more "present. " before he was killed. The main character Sayre is a little hard to fall in love with
especially since the book started out with her behaving in a way that was inconsistent with the "high
morals" of her character, namely refusing Danny's phone call. The back and forth love/hate
relationship between Beck and Sayre gets a little tiresome. There was quite a bit going on in terms
of subplots but the suspense had me on the edge at time and Brown did tie things together nicely in
the end. While not her best, I would definitely recommend and will continue to look for material by
this writer.
SoSok
Just when I think Sandra Brown won't catch me off guard again, she surprises me once more!
The unraveling of the story line kept my kindle in my hands and had me predicting possible culprits.
I never suspected such a climax!
Bragis
I usually like Sandra Brown books but this one is terrible, you keep waiting for something to happen
to want to come back to the book, nothing ever does. I just found myself skimming the pages to just
find something interesting. and nothing.... very very boring. I hope her other ones I already
downloaded are better.
From the moment I saw the movie Smoke Screen and then devoured the book, I've been a HUGE fan
of Sandra Brown's....Have read several over the last few years and am loving every single one as I
continue to knock them back...She is my new Sidney Sheldon, who will forever be THE MASTER OF

SUSPENSE...:)
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